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Responses received from 55 organisations 

(52 SAIs, 1 INTOSAI Regional Working Group 

and 2 other organisations) 

296 comments altogether submitted by 32

organisations 

23 SAIs fully supported the draft or had no 

comments. 

Comments on draft revised ISSAI 30: 

some statistics 



Confidentiality vs Transparency:

- No need to treat confidentiality as a separate entry; 

include confidentiality in requirements for 

Professional behaviour (comments No. 13 & 275);

- […] it is inappropriate to define Confidentiality as 

one of the core five values […]. There are numerous 

expressions of the need for SAIs being transparent 

(comment No. 26); 

- At present, the notions of good governance favour, 

the concept of transparency instead of confidentiality, 

provided that when being transparent confidentiality 

is duly protected (comment No. 61).

Revised ISSAI 30: most interesting 

comments



Confidentiality vs Transparency issue –

response of the Team: 

The inclusion of confidentiality is consistent 

with having to balance transparency and 

accountability, so to discuss the topic with less 

specificity under professional behaviour 

would not be reflective of the current 

environment. Moreover, we elaborated on 

the issue of transparency within 

Confidentiality. 

Revised ISSAI 30: most interesting 

comments



Independence and Objectivity – to separate or not 

to separate

- According to the International Standards on Auditing 

(ISA), the independence is separately mentioned in the 

fundamental principles for professional conduct, not 

mention the independence and objectivity together 

(comment No. 12);

- To avoid confusion, differentiate between 

independence and objectivity. The IIA considers 

independence as a function of the reporting 

relationship(s) and objectivity as a function of 

approach and mental attitude (comment No. 75);

Revised ISSAI 30: most interesting 

comments



Independence and Objectivity – to separate or not 

to separate

- We suggest considering the option to refer to 6 

values […]:  

Independence: act without actual or apparent connections 

that could affect confidence in the objectivity of the SAI.

Objectivity: reason and make judgments with impartiality 

necessary to always safeguard public interest.

That distinction is possible because one can be free 

of the above connections and still act in an biased 

manner (comment No. 59).

Revised ISSAI 30: most interesting 

comments



Independence and Objectivity – to separate or not 

to separate – response of the Team: 

Splitting “Independence and Objectivity” into two areas 

may create redundancy in the requirements and related 

guidance. The description of this value has been 

modified: Independence and objectivity – to be free 

from circumstances or influences that compromise, 

or may be seen as compromising, professional 

judgement, and to act in an impartial and unbiased 

manner. Moreover a definition of objectivity, based 

on this comment, was added in paragraph 37. 

Revised ISSAI 30: most interesting 

comments



Add a glossary (comment No 3, No. 24, No. 31)

Response of the Team: Not accepted. Terms are 

self-explanatory or explained in the text.

Comments on the ”Explanation” sections - some of 

these are considered redundant or not adding too 

much. It was suggested to elaborate on them or to 

resign from them 

Response of the Team: The ”Explanations” 

headinig has been removed, and the contents 

have been moved to application guidance.

Revised ISSAI 30: most interesting 

comments



❑ The Ethical Code could be MORE summarized and 

complemented with the submission of an

Implementation Guide, to make it more educational and 

easy to assimilate (comment No. 6);

❑ Illustrative scenario based examples including case 

studies are required to include to help practitioners or 

auditors to understand better (comment No. 17);

❑ Reporting mechanism of conflict of interest, ethics 

dilemmas are required (comment No. 18);

Revised ISSAI 30: 

guidance requested (1) 



❑ Regular disclosure from auditors or staff should be 

required on net worth, financial interests, personal 

interests, family interests, related parties interests 

(comment No. 19);

❑ Conflict of interest should also include financial and/or 

any beneficiary of families of SAI staff with auditee or 

potential auditee (comment No. 21); 

❑ There is need to emphasize the importance of 

responsibility to report unacceptable behavior

demonstrated by other staff, if noticed

(comment No. 22);

Revised ISSAI 30: 

guidance requested (2) 



❑ Paragraph 11 [of the Exposure Draft] states that the SAI's 

individual code of ethics should be made public, but 

there is no requirement on how to communicate the 

SAI’s code (comment No. 102);

❑ [Add more examples of] monitoring controls [e.g.] 

"making spot checks/inspections on the grounds e.g., 

attendance, discipline during office hours, etc. (comment 

No. 132); 

❑ To consider providing Guidance when a SAI auditor 

encounters instances of fraud (comment No. 11)

Revised ISSAI 30: 

guidance requested (3) 



❑We note that paragraph 21 suggests that a SAI may apply 

policies on ethical misconduct and whistle-blowing as a 

monitoring control. We recommend that the proposed 

Code be expanded to provide some guidance on what a 

whistle-blowing structure within a SAI might look like. We 

also recommend that INTOSAI consider providing 

guidance on what form ethical conflict resolution might 

take (comment No. 135);

❑ Please provide information on the appropriate and 

detailed coordination mechanism between SAI and 

stakeholders (auditees, citizens, legislative bodies and 

others) 

in order to ensure and promote integrity (comment 

No. 146).

Revised ISSAI 30: 

guidance requested (4) 



A job for Task Force 

on Audit & Ethics?

Revised ISSAI 30: 

guidance requested



All comments are available at: 

www.issai.org


